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Many mathematical models in biology and physics lead to functional 
differential equations, e.g., 
-the equation h(t) = An( t)( 1 - n( t - cr)/N), A > 0, N > 0, c1> 0 for the 
growth of populations (Hutchinson [S]), 
-the equation a(t)= [cx(t- IX)]* e-““-*‘--x(t) for the density of 
red blood cells (Mackey and Glass [ 111; Lasota and Wazeswka- 
Czyzewska [lo]), 
-the equation a(t) = 6 - sin(x( t - tl) + o) for phase locked loops 
(Furumochi [ 51). 
In this paper we study the differential delay equation 
i(t)=f(x(t-a)) or equivalently ii-(t) = afb(t - 1)) (af) 
with odd f~ C(R). 
In contrast to the one-dimensional ordinary differential equation this 
equation can have periodic solutions as the example i(t) = -7r/2 x(t - 1) 
with solutions x(t) = z sin(rc/2 t), z > 0 shows. Numerical bifurcation 
diagrams (e.g., [6, 143) indicate a complicated structure of the period solu- 
tions depending on the delay parameter u.. One finds various intersecting 
smooth curves. One task of mathematics is to prove the existence of peri- 
odic solutions. In this paper we are mainly interested in symmetric periodic 
solutions, i.e., solutions x of (c$) which fultil the symmetry property 
x(. +z)= -x, z > 0. (S) 
From now on let feC”(R) be odd, xf(x)<O for x#O, f(O)=O, and 
f’(0) < 0. In this case a paper of Kaplan and Yorke [9] yields for every 
amplitude z > 0 an a(z) E R’ and exactly one symmetric periodic solution 
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x( ., z): R + R of (c$z)f) such that x(. + 2, z) = -x( ., z) (cf. Theorem 1.1). 
Moreover, R x R + 3 (t, z) H x( t, z) E R is differentiable and lim, _ 0+ U(Z) = 
-7c/2f’(O); i.e., the Kaplan-Yorke solutions form a branch of symmetric 
periodic solutions which bifurcates at tx = -rc/2f’(O) from the trivial solu- 
tions x = 0 and which can be parameterized by the amplitude in a differen- 
tiable way. We call this branch the primary brunch off. 
Walther [16] proved in 1983 the existence of secondary bifurcation for, 
e.g., f= -sin. His result can be stated as follows (Theorem 6.2 in [ 161). 
There is a point on the primary branch off such that every neighbourhood 
of this point contains a periodic solution, which is not symmetric (and hence 
lies not on the primary branch) (see Fig. 1). 
He does not prove, that the bifurcating solutions are lying on a smooth 
curve, which is to be expected from numerical studies. 
In the present paper we give conditions for the existence of a bifurcation 
point from which a branch of symmetric periodic solutions bifurcates 
(Theorem 3.1), and proof that f(x) = -x/( 1 + x2), x E IR satisfies these con- 
ditions. Moreover we will show, that the bifurcating solutions are lying on 
a smooth (secondary) branch. Hence we say that we have found a smooth 
bifurcating point on the primary branch (see Fig. 2). 
Let us describe the organization of this paper. The idea is to apply bifur- 
cation from a simple eigenvalue. To this end we transform our problem in 
Section 1 into a fixed point problem. This is done by defining an 
appropriate semi-flow and a Poincare map. Next we prove a version of the 
theorem on the bifurcation from a simple eigenvalue (Theorem 1.2) that fits 
to our situation. The main result of Section 1 is Theorem 1.3. There an 
operator U(z) appears, which depends on the amplitude z. With U(z) the 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 2 
conditions of the theorem on the bifurcation from a simple eigenvalue can 
be formulated as follows: 
(i) dim ker( U(z) + 1) = 1, 
(ii) U’(z) t$im(U(z)+ 1) for some {Eker(U(z)+ l), <#O, 
(iii) U(z) + 1 is a Fredholm operator with index 0. 
Hence we first have to study the problem - 1 E a( U(z)). To this end we 
transform the eigenvalue problem into a boundary value problem for a 
linear two-dimensional system of ordinary differential equations 
(Lemma 2.3). The study of the fundamental solution of this system yields 
a condition for - 1 E C( U(z)) (Theorem 2.1). Moreover we find 
ker(U(z)+l)#{O}=>dimker(U(z)-t-l)=l. 
In Section 3 we finally study the conditions (ii) and (iii) and summarize 
our results in Theorem 3.1. The conditions for the existence of a smooth 
bifurcation point on the primary branch off given in Theorem 3.1 now 
contain only the Kaplan-Yorke solutions and can easily be checked 
numerically. Moreover one can find conditions forffrom which these con- 
ditions can be derived. However for f(x) = -x/( 1 + x2), x E [w it is possible 
to prove the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 directly. This is done in Section 4 
where we add some supplementary remarks. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We need some statements on differential delay equations. Proofs can be 
found, e.g., in [7]. 
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Let f~ C(R), GIE R and equip the Banach space C := C( [0, 11) with the 
sup-norm. 
LEMMA 1.1. For cp E C there is exactly one continuous map x: rWz -+ Iw 
such that: 
(1) Xl [O, I] = cp, 
(2) x is differentiable on 11, oo[ and the right-hand side derivative 
exists at t = 1. 
(3) i(t) = af(x(t - 1)) for all t 2 1. 
We denote this unique solution by x( ., CI, cp). It is obtained by piecewise 
integration, for example, for t E [ 1,2] we have 
x(t.wd=dl)+aj+‘f(ds--)W 
1 
Remark 1.1. If f EC“(R), then x( ., a, cp) is a Cj-map on [j, co[ for 
j = 0, . . . . k + 1, and if x( ., a, cp) is periodic, x( ., a, q) is of class Ck+’ on 
rW,+, in particular cp E Ck + ‘( [0, 1 I). 
DEFINITION 1.1. For te IX,+, aE R, and (PE C let X(t, a, cp) := 
x(t+ ., 4 rp)ICo,llEC. 
This yields a map A’: rWc x IR x C + C, and we have 
LEMMA 1.2. Let f E Ck(R), kE No. 
(i) X is continuous and k-times continuously differentiable on 
]k,co[xlWxC. 
(ii) ThepartialderivativesX,:[W$ x[WxC3(t,a,cp)~DX(t,.,cp)(a)~ 
CEL([W,C) and X,:[W,+xIWxc3(t,a,cp)~DX(t,a,.)((~)~L(c,C) are 
continuous, and continuously differentiable on ] 1, cc [ x R x C. 
(iii) For ah a E [w X( ., a, .): Iw,+ x C + C is a semi-flow on C. 
Next we deline the variational equation for (af ): 
DEFINITION 1.2. LetfEC’(lR),aER,cpEC,and<EC.Letw(.,a,cp,<): 
rW,+ IR denote the unique solution of the linear initial-value delay 
problem 
*(t)=af’(x(t- l,a, cp))w(t-1), e44[0,1,=5. 
Furthermore let W(~,~,~~):=(C~~HW(~+.,~,~,~)~~~,,,EC)EL(C,C) 
for t > 0. 
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Again w( ., CI, cp, <) is obtained by piecewise integration. If cp E C is differen- 
tiable, then w(t, a, cp, +) = x(t, a, cp) for t B 0. Moreover 
LEMMA 1.3. X, = W. 
Now we transform the problem of finding periodic solutions into a fixed 
point problem. As for ordinary differential equations, this is done by 
defining an appropriate Poincare map. Since we are only interested in 
periodic solutions which oscillate about OE R, we assume x(0) =0 or 
x(r,,i,~C,,, where C,:={cp~Clcp(O)=0}~C is a closed subspace of C 
with codimension 1. Let n E IF! + x Co be the set of all (a, cp) E R + x Co such 
that: 
Thereisat>lwithx(t,cr,cp)=O, 36 a, cp)#O 
and x(s, a, cp) # 0 for SE Cl, t+ l]\{t}. 
Thent(a,cp):=inf{t>llx(t,a,cp)=O} isdelinedforall (~(,(p)~/i and 
t(a, cp) > 1, x(z(a, cp), 4 cp) = 0, qz(a, cp), 4 cp) # 0, 
46 4 cp) Z 0 for 1 < t < t(a, cp) and $4 cp) < t 6 z(a, cp) + 1. 
The definition of n and the implicit function theorem yield 
LEMMA 1.4. /1 is an open subset of R+ x C,, and z E C’(A). 
Now we are able to define our Poincare map: 
DEFINITION 1.3. We call Q := (A 3 (a, cp) H X(z(a, cp), a, q) E C,) the 
“semi” Poincark map (off) and P := (Sz 3 (a, cp) H Q(a, Q(a, cp)) E Co with 
a:={(a,cp)~/1I(a,Q(a,~))~/i} is called the PoincarP map (off) (see 
Fig. 3). 
X 
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Since Q(a, cp) =X(z(a, cp), a, cp) for (a, (P)E A, it follows that Q is a 
Cl-map. Furthermore, Sz c R+ x C, is open, and P is a Cl-map too. 
Now suppose P(a, cp) = cp for some (a, v)E~. Then cp = X(w, a, rp) 
where w := $a, cp) + T(a, Q(a, cp)), and hence x( ., a, cp) is periodic with 
period o. Thus we have found the fixed point equation P(a, cp) = cp for peri- 
odic solutions. Next we give an analogous equation for symmetric periodic 
solutions. For that purpose we need the following: 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let f~ C( IX) and a > 0. A continuous map x: rW$ + R! 
is called a symmetric periodic solution of (af), if 
(1) x is a solution of (af) with x(0) = 0, 
(2) there is a r > 0 with 
(i) x(.+r)= -x, 
(ii) x(t)#O for O< t<z. 
Of course, x is periodic with period 22 and (a, ~)EA, Q(a, cp) = --cp, 
$a, cp)=r where cp :=xIt,,,j. 
The converse of this statement is also true: 
LEMMA 1.5. Let fE C(W) be odd and (a, (P)E A with Q(a, cp) = ++I. Then 
x( ., a, q) is a symmetric periodic solution of (af) with period 2z(a, cp). 
Proof. Since f is odd, we have x( ., a, -cp) = -x( ., a, cp), z(a, -rp) = 
z(a, cp), and Q(a, -cp)= -Q(a, -cp). If Q(a, cp)= -cp, r :=~(a, q), it 
follows that x :=x( ., a, cp) and y := -x(. + T, a, cp) solve the same initial 
value problem (af ), hence by uniqueness x = y. By the definition of /i we 
see, that x is a symmetric periodic solution in the sense of the previous 
definition. 1 
Now let f E C’(R) and Q(a, cp) = --cp for some (a, v)E~. Then cp is 
differentiable, and we can define the operators W”, E L(C, C) and 
U; E UC,, Co) by 
W; := oW$a, cp), a, .)(cp), U; := DQ(a, .)(cp). 
If Q(O) # 0, U; is the projection of Wi from C = Co 0 Rci, onto Co: 
LEMMA 1.6. 17; 5 = W;r - qk for 5 E Co where K := W:<(O)/@(O) E R. 
ProojI Differentiation of Q(a, rp) = X(z(a, cp), a, cp) yields 
u: = %$a, cp), a, cp) -Wa, .)(cp) + X,(T(a, cp), 4 cp) 
= --41, .Dz(a, .)(cp) + W”,. 
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Let r: C~$I-+ $(O)E R, r~ L(C, IX). Then T(Q(a, cp))=O since 
Q(K cp) E Co, and O=To Uz=f o IV;--f(Q)-Dr(cr, .)(cp). This shows 
M@, .)(cp) = (Gw)) ro w;. I 
If x :=x( ., a, cp), w :=x, t := z(c1, cp), then x(t)=olf(x(t- 1)) and Defini- 
tion 1.2 gives w = w( ., ~1, cp, @), and by Lemma 1.3 we have 
Thus - 1 is an eigenvalue of W; with eigenfunction -4. 
Kaplan and Yorke [9] proved in 1974, that a special class of symmetric 
periodic solutions can be derived from a Hamiltonian system of ordinary 
differential equations. Let us first define 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let f~ C(R) be odd and CI E R. We say that a con- 
tinuous map x: R,+ -+ R is a special symmetric solution of (I$), if x is a 
symmetric periodic solution of (af) with period 4 and if XI rO, i, E C, is 
strictly monotone. 
If x: rWz -+ Iw is a (special) symmetric solution, then it has a periodic 
continuation on R, with x( t + 2) = -x(t) for all t E R. We call z := x( 1) the 
“amplitude” of x. Now let y := x( . - 1); then one easily sees 
i=af(y), x(0) = 0, x(l)=2 
i= -af(xL y(O)= -z, y(l)=O. 
These equations are often called Kaplan-Yorke equations. The result of 
Kaplan and Yorke proves the converse: 
THEOREM 1.1 (Kaplan and Yorke [9]). Let REP be odd, kEN, 
f(O)=% f’(O)<0 and xf (x) < 0 for x # 0. Then there are Ck-maps 
(x, y): R x R + R2 and a : R + 08, such that for all (t, z) E II% x R the following 
is true: 
(1) a(t,z)=a(z)f(y(t,z)), x(O,z)=O, x(l,z)=z 
.?(t, z) = -a(z) f(x(t, z)), ~$0, z) = -z, ~(1, z) = 0 
(2) y(t,z)=x(t-l,z), x(t+2,z)= -x(&z), X(-t,z)= -X(&Z), 
Y( - 6 z) = Y(G z) 
(3) F(x(t,z))+F(y(t,z))=F(z) with F:=jbf(u)du 
(4) zfz >0 then x( ., z), y( ., z) are strictly increasing on [0, 11. 
Sketch of proof Let z > 0 and (X( ., z), Y( ., z)): R --) R2 be the solution 
of 
(i) A!==(Y), X(0)=0, 
I= -f(X), Y(O)= -z. 
SOS/82/i-8 
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Then X, Y are @-maps and 
(ii) F(X) + F( Y) = F(z). 
The main step, which we do not prove, is: 
There is a unique a(z) > 0 with 
(iii) -z< Y(t,z)<O for O<t<a(z), 
(iv) Y(cr(z), z) = 0. 
Because of (i, iii) A’( ., z) is strictly increasing on [0, a(z)], and (ii, iv) gives 
F(X(a(z), z)) =F(z). Since F is even and FIR; is strictly monotone, it 
follows that 
(v) O<X(t,z)<z for O<t<cr(z), 
(vi) X(ct(z), z) = z. 
Now (i, iii, v) yield 
(vii) X( ., z) and Y( ., z) are strictly increasing on [0, U(Z)]. 
The implicit function theorem and ?((a(~), z) = -f(z) # 0 show that c1 is 
a Ck-map. Let x(t, z) :=X(a(z)t, z) and y(t, z) := Y(a(z)t, z) for z>O, 
t E R. Then (1) follows from (i, iv, vi), (3) from (ii), and (4) from (vii). For 
u := -y(. - 1, z) and u :=x(. - 1, z) one easily finds 
ti = a(z) f(u), u(l)=z=x(l,z) 
d = -a(z) f(u), u(l)=O=y(l,z), 
which gives x(t,z)=u(t)= -y(t-l,z), y(t,z)=u(t)=x(t- 1,~). This 
proves (2); x(-t, z) = -x(t, z) and y( - t, z) = y(t, z) are shown by an 
analogous argument. 1 
COROLLARY 1.1. For z>O, x(., z)l R; is a special symmetric solution of 
(a(z) f ) with amplitude z. 
Hence let us define: 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let x(z) :=x( ., z)l cO,I, E C,, for ZE R. Then we call 
PB(f) := {(a(z), x(z)) E R+ x C,[ZE !R+} c iR+ x Co the primary branch of 
symmetric period-4 solutions or simply the Kaplan-Yorke branch off: 
Here R 3 z H x(z) E Co is a (?-map with derivative x’(z)(t) = (ax/az)( t, z) 
for z E R, t E [0, 11. Hence the Kaplan-Yorke branch can be parameterized 
by the amplitude z in a differentiable way. Moreover PB(f) contains all 
special symmetric solutions. Let us state this result (without proof) in 
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LEMMA 1.7. If x: lRz + R is a special symmetric solution with amplitude 
z :=x(l), then x=x(., z)IR,+. 
In addition to the Theorem of Kaplan and Yorke one has x( ., 0) = 
y( ., 0) =O, a(O) = -n/2f’(O) and a’(0) =O. Hence the Kaplan-Yorke 
branch bifurcates at a = -7r/2f’(O) from the trivial solutions x s 0 and has 
a vertical tangent there. Walther [ 151 proved that the direction of the 
branch, i.e., the sign of a”(O), is equal to the sign off”‘(O). Meanwhile we 
found the sharper result 
a”(()) = n f”‘(O) 
8 Cf’(O)l” 
Thusy(0) < 0 implies that the bifurcation is backward. Moreover we were 
able to prove that for small amplitudes z, x( B, z) is stable (as a fixed point 
of the Poincare map P(a(z), .)) iff”(0) > 0 (bifurcation to the right), and 
unstable if f”‘(0) < 0 (bifurcation to the left). 
An asymptotic analysis of a(z) for z -+ cc can be found in [4] and [ 133. 
These results show, that for f(x) = -x(( 1 + x2)/( 1 + x4)), x E R, a(z) has 
the qualitative behaviour of the diagram of Fig. 4. 
This agrees with numerical studies of Hadeler [6] and has as a conse- 
quence that in general the Kaplan-Yorke branch cannot be parameterized 
by a in a unique way. Hence we have to use the amplitude z as bifurcation 
parameter instead of the delay parameter a. 
Now we are searching for conditions for the existence of a bifurcation 
point on the Kaplan-Yorke branch where symmetric periodic solutions 
bifurcate. For this purpose we state an appropriate bifurcation equation, 
and apply the theorem on the bifurcation from a simple eigenvalue. From 
the preceding we know: 
z 
0 a* 
)a 
FIGURE 4 
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LEMMA 1.8. (1) Z%r z>O we have (a(z), x(z))~A, $a(~), x(z)) = 2 
and Q(u(z), x(z)) = -x(z). 
(2) Let h:lR+xC,3(z,cp)~(a(z),x(z)+cp)~R+xC~; h is con- 
tinuously differentiable, h(R+ x (0)) = PB(f) s A and A* := hh’(A) c 
R + x Co is an open neighbourhood of R + x { 0} & R + x Co. 
(3) Let g := (A* 3 (z, cp) H Q(a(z), x(z) + cp) + x(z) + cp E C,); g is 
continuously dtfferentiable, g(z, 0) = 0 for all z > 0, and g(z, q) = 0 for some 
(z, cp) E A* implies that x( ., a(z), x(z) + cp) is a symmetric periodic solution 
of (c((z) f) with period 2z(cr(z), x(z) + cp) and amplitude z + cp( 1). 
Hence we want to apply the theorem on the bifurcation from a simple 
eigenvalue to the bifurcation equation g(cr, cp) = 0. But the following 
problem arises: the map g does not have the differentiability conditions 
which are assumed, e.g., in [3]. For that reason we need a version of this 
theorem which tits to our situation. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Bifurcation from a simple eigenvalue). Let B be a 
Banach space, z* E R, Jz R an open interval of z* and US B an open 
neighbourhood of OE [EB. Let G: Jx U + B be a Cl-map with GI,, iO1 =O. 
Suppose that 
(1) there is a continuous map 
H: W-B, W:= {(s,z,x)~RxRx~~(z,sx)~J~ U} 
with DG( ., sx)(z) = s. H(s, z, x) for aN (s, z, x) E W. 
(2) A* := DG(z*, .)(O) E L(B, US) is a Fredholm operator with index 0. 
(3) there is a b E B with ker A* = Rb and H(0, z*, b) $ im A*. 
Then z* is a differentiable bifurcation point of G, i.e., there is an open 
.?x~cRx~ with (O,O)~jx~,anopenZ~R! withOEZandacontinuous 
map (z, x) : Z + j x ii such that 
(a) z(0) = z*, x(0) = 0, x(s) # 0 for s E Z\(O), 
(b) (z, x) is continuously dtfferentiable on Z\(O), x is differentiable at 
0 with 1(O)= b. 
(c) G-‘({O})n(jx C?)=(sx {O})u(z,x)(Z). 
Proof: (1) Since G is differentiable, Taylor’s formula yields a con- 
tinuous map K: W-+ B with G(z, sx) = s. K(s, z, x) for (s, z, x) E W, and we 
have K(0, z, . ) = DG(z, .)(O) E L(US, B) for z E J. Let E E B be a closed sub- 
space of 5 with Rb 0 E = B. We now follow the idea of Crandall and 
Rabinowitz [3] and apply the implicit function theorem to the map 
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R: IT’+5 where ~:={(s,z,e)~[WxIWxEI(s,z,b+e)~~}, R(s,z,e):= 
K(s, z, b + e) for (s, z, e) E I? 
(2) To this end we first show: If SE R and 
ws:={(z,X)ERX5((S,Z,X)EW}ClRX5, 
K, := ( w, 3 (z, x) I-+ K(s, z, x) E 5), 
then KS has partial derivatives with respect o z and x and 
g mz, xl = fm, z, xl, k KJz, x) = DG(z, .)(sx). 
This is obvious for s # 0 since K,(z, x) = (l/s) G(z, SX). Now let s = 0, then 
W, =.Ix 5 and K,,(z, x)= [DG(z, .)(0)1x for (z, X)E W,. This shows 
(a/ax) &(z, 0) = DG(z, -)(O). If u E R with z + u E J then 
G(z + u, x) - G(z, x) = u .jl DG( ., x)(z + tu) dt, 
0 
and since G is differentiable: 
Ko(z + u, x) - Ko(z, x) 
= DG(z + u, .)(0)x - DG(z, .)(0)x 
=lim 1 [G(z+u,sx)-G(z,sx)]=lim ‘.u./’ 
s+o s 
DG( -, sx)(z + tu) dt 
s+o s 0 
1 1 
-1im 24. - 
s 
H(s, z + tu, x) dt = u. 
s 
H(0, z + tu, x) dt, 
s-0 0 0 
hence, 
$ K,(z, x) = ?eo A [K(O, z + 24, x) - K(0, z, x)] 
s 
1 
= lim H(0, z + tu, x) dt = H(0, z, x). 
u-0 0 
(3) We have proved 
(i) KS is continuously differentiable and Ws (s, z, x) +-+ 
DK,(z, X) E L( R x B, !B) is continuous since H and DG are continuous, 
(ii) DKo(z*, b)(i, <) = i. H(0, z*, 6) + A*5 for all (<, 5) E R x B, 
(iii) H(0, z*, b) = (iY/az) Ko(z*, b) = d/dz(.. [DG(z, .)(O)b], and 
analogously for R: 
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(iv) R is continuous, KS,: lVs+lB with ?V~:={(z,e)~lk!x~B( 
(s, z, e) E @} is continuously differentiable for all s E R and r3 (s, z, e) H 
DKJz, e) E L(R x E, [Eg) is continuous. 
(v) Let 6 := H(0, z*, b) E B, then DEO(z*, O)([, 5) = [ ‘6 + A*5 for 
([, 5) E R x E, and by our assumptions D&,(z*, 0) E L(R x E, B) is an 
isomorphism. 
(vi) fQO,z*,O)=K(O,z*,b)=A*b=O. 
(4) Now the implicit function theorem (see, e.g., Theorem 4.2 in 
[17])yieldsanopensetIxJxV~W~[Wx[WxEwith(O,z*,O)E~xJxV 
and a continuous map (z, e): f-+ 5x V with z(0) = z*, e(0) = 0 and 
R-‘( (0)) n (fx Ix V) = graph(z, e). 
Because of (v) we can assume that for (s, z, e) E fx 3x V DIQz, e) is an 
isomorphism too. Since R is continuously differentiable on (I\(O)) x Jx V, 
we can apply the implicit function theorem to R at every point 
(s, z(s), e(s)), SE I\{O}. This shows that (z, e) is a Cl-map on r\(O}. 
(5) Define x: 13 s H s. (b + e(s)) E E8; x is continuous and of class C’ 
on I\{O}. For s = 0 the derivative $0) = b exists, but R is not necessarily 
continuous at s=O. For s~:fwe have 
G(z(s), x(s)) = G(z(s), s. (b + e(s))) = s -K(s, z(s), b + e(s)) 
= s. R(s, z(s), e(s)) = 0. 
Furthermore x(s) # 0 for s E I\ { 0}, since otherwise b = -e(s) E Rb n E = 
(0) implies b = 0, and (3iii) gives the contradiction H(0, z*, 0) = 0 E im A*. 
(6) Let E > 0 such that {e E El l]el] <E) c V. Next we prove that there 
is an open set j x fi c R x B with (z*, 0) E j x Z? and .? G J such that for all 
(w, y)~G~‘({O})n(.fx 0) the following holds: 
Proof: We only show: There is an open set j x 0~ R x B such that 
ll~ll<a~/21tl for all (w,t,e)~RxlRxE with (w,tb+e)~h-‘({O})n 
(J x U). Since the projection Rb @ E 3 tb + e H E R is continuous, j c J and 
t E 1 can be achieved by making 3 and 0 smaller if necessary. Since R x E 3 
(h q) H 56 + A*? E B is an isomorphism, there is a c > 0 such that 
ll#+A*q]I a~.(]51 + llq]l) for all (i, ~)ERx E. Choose ~‘~10, $[ with 
2s’ llbll/(c - 3s’) < $6. Since DG is continuous at (z*, 0) E R x B, there is an 
open set 3x 0~ R x B with (z*, 0) E 3 x fi and IIDG(w, .)(y) - A*11 < E’ for 
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all (w, y ) E j x i! In particular 11 DG( w, . )(0) - A * 11 < E’ for all w E .!, and for 
all (w,, Y,), (w,, yd~.fx 0 we have IIWw,, ~)(rl)-DG(w2, -)Wll 6 
IlDG(w, 3 .)(y,)--A*ll+ IIDG(w,,.)(y,)-A*Il<2d. Since DG(z*,.)(O)b 
=A*b=O and b=d/dzl.. [DG(z, .)(O)b] we can assume IIDG(w, .)(O)b- 
(w-zz*).6~~ <clw-z*I f or all WEI. Now let (w,tb+e)~G-‘({O})n 
(jx 0) and u := w-z*. Then 
-[t.u.b+A*e]= [G(w, tb+e)-G(w,O)-DG(w,.)(O)(tb+e)] 
+[DG(w;)(O)(tb)-t.u.@+DG(w,.)(O)e-A*e, 
and Taylor’s formula gives 
c.(lt.ul+ Ilell)< Il-[t.u.6+A*e]ll 
< IIG(w, tb+e)-G(w,O)-DG(w, .)(O)(tb+e)ll 
+ ItI .IIDG(w, .)(O)b-u.611 + IIDG(w, .)(O)-A*Il lkll 
< ’ [DG(w, .)(otb + oe)- DG(w, .)(O)](tb + e) do 
/I 
+ ItI .c. IuI +dllell 
G2&‘(ltl . llbll + Il4)+4t~4 +~‘llell 
=2~‘Itl . llbll +3~‘llell +clt .uI. 
Thus we have (c - 3~‘). llell < 2s’l tl . llbll rev. II4 d 2E’Ilblll(c- 3c’) It1 < 
$& Itl. 
(7) Let Z := (z, x))’ (jx 0). Then Z is an open neighbourhood of 
0 E R since (z, x)(O) = (z *, 0) E j x 0. It follows that 
(h {0})u(z,~)(Z)~G-~((0})n(~x 0). 
Now let (w, Y)EG-‘((O})~((~X 0) and y=tb+e with tEEit, eEE. Then 
we have t E f and lIeI 6 42 Itl. If t = 0, then lIeI] < 0 resp. e = 0 and y = 0, 
hence (w, JJ)E~X (0). If t#O, then Il(l/t)ell <s/2<& resp. (l/t)ee V and 
O=G(w, y)=G(w, t.(b+ (l/t)e))= t+K(t, w, (l/t)e), hence, R(t, w, (I/t)e) 
=O. Since tc1 and WE~,J, (l/t)eo V, it follows that (t, w, (l/t)e)E 
R-‘({O))n(fxJx V)= graph(z, e). Thus we have w =z(t), e = t-e(t), 
y= t.(b+e(t))=x(t), which shows that (z(t),x(t))=(w, y)~jx 0, tgZ 
and (w Y) = (z(t), x(t)) E (z, x)(Z). I 
Remark 1.2. By part (3iii) of our proof, the map J~ZH 
DG(z, .)(0)b~ Et is differentiable with d/dzl,. [DG(z, .)(O)b] = H(0, z*, b). 
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Remark 1.3. We cannot prove that (z, x) is differentiable at 0 E I. Of 
course, the first assumption of the theorem is true, if G is of class C2, or 
if the mixed partial derivative (a/ax)(a/az)G exists and is continuous 
(compare [3]). 
In our situation we have B = C,, G = g, A* = Dg(z*, .)(O) = U(z*) + 1, 
with U(z) := oQ(a(z), .)(x(z)) = U$‘, E L(CO, C,), and Theorem 1.2 can be 
restated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let f~ C’(R) be odd, f(O)=O, f’(O)<O, xf(x) ~0 for 
x # 0. Suppose there is a z* > 0 such that: 
(1) a’(z*)#O, 
(2) U* := U(z*) has - 1 as an eigenvalue and dim ker(U* + l,,) = 1, 
(3) for some (and hence all) 5 E ker( U* + 1,) 5 # 0: 
x := U’(z*)t $ im( U* + 1 <.J, 
(4) U* + 1, is a Fredholm operator with index 0. 
Then a differentiable branch of symmetric periodic solutions bifurcates at z* 
from the primary branch off, i.e., there is an open interval IE Iw with 0 E Z, 
open neighbourhoods JC [w, UG C, of CI* := a(z*) E [w and x(2*) E Co and a 
continuous map (&, (p) : I+ Jx U such that 
(a) Cr(O)= cc(z*), Cp(O)=x(z*), and (c1, (p) is continuously differen- 
tiable on Z\ (O}, 
(b) x( ., s) :=x( ., 6(s), q(s)): R; + Iw is a symmetric periodic solution 
of (ii(s) f) for all s E Z, 
(~1 (c+), G(s)) 4 P&f) for au s E Z\(O), 
(d) if x( ., /?, cp) is a symmetric periodic solution of (/?f) for some 
(/I, (P)E Jx U, then either /I = IX(Z), cp =x(z) for some z>O, or there is an 
s E Z with fi = E(s), cp = q(s). 
Proof (1) Let g: A* 3 (z, cp) H Q(cr(z), x(z) + cp) + x(z) + cp E C, be as 
in Lemma 1.8(3). Then g is a Cl-map, R+ x (0) E A* and gl u+ x t,,) = 0. 
Define (r: A* 3 (z, cp) H r(a(z), x(z) + cp) E R; 0 is a Cl-map, a(z, 0) = 2 for 
all z > 0, and by the definition of A and z we have 
X(4& cp), a(z), x(z) + cp) = 0, $4z, P), dz), x(z) + cp) f 0 
for all (z, cp) E ,4*. Furthermore the definition of g and Q yields 
g(z, cp) =x(z) + cp + JJ4z, cph dz), x(z) + cp), 
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for (z, cp) E A*, and differentiation with respect o z gives: 
2 (z, 9) =x’(z) + a’(z) Xa(dz, cp), a(z), x(z) + cp) 
+ X,(fJ(z, cp), a(z), x(z) + cp) x’(z) 
+ X,(fJk cph a(z), x(z) + cp) g (z, cp) 
=h,(z,~)fB,(z,tn)~(z,(P), 
where h, , h, : A* -+ C are defined by 
E,(z, cp) :=X,(45 cp), a(z), x(z) + cp) =4& cp) + . . a(z), x(z) + cp)l [O,l], 
h&, cp) :=x’(z) + a’(z) xJ+, cp), a(z), x(z) + cp) 
+X,(44 cp), a(z), x(z) + cp) x’(z), for (z, cp) E A*. 
Since g > 1, E, is continuous, and because of Lemma 1.2 h, is continuously 
differentiable. Let ~:=(C~~~H~~(O)E[W)EL(C,IW). Then I’(g(z,q))=O 
for all (z, cp) E /i* since g(z, q) E Co, and differentiation with respect to z 
yields: 
where 
W,(z, 4N = W(4z9 d + .y a(z), 44 + 44 co,ll) 
= 4dz, cp), a(z), -4~) + cp) # 0. 
Define h, := ro h,: A* -+ R, then we have: &/az = -(l/rofi,)h2, and thus 
ag Sz(Z’~~=h~-~.l;,.h,=h,+h~.h, 
1 
with 
1 
h, := --. 
l-0 li, 
iil:n*-+c. 
The maps h3 and h2 = ro h, are both continuously differentiable, h, is con- 
tinuous and h,(z, 0) = -T(K,(z, O))(&r/az)(z, 0) = 0 since U(Z, 0) = 2 for all 
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ZE [w+. Because of 0 = (ag/&)(z, 0) = h,(z, 0) + h,(z, 0) h,(z, 0) we also 
haveh,(z,O)=Oforallz~O.LetC:={(s,z,cp)~[W~[W~C~(~,scp)~/i*}, 
then Taylor’s formula yields continuous maps H, : ,E + R, H, : ,Z + C such 
that 
Mz, w) = s. H,(s, z, rp), Uz, w) = s. H,(s, z, cp). 
for all (s, z, cp)~C. It follows that (ag/az)(z, scp) =s. H(s, z, q) with the 
continuous map H: L’s (s, z, cp) H H,(s, z, cp) + h,(z, scp) . H,(s, zp) E C,,. 
(2) Let A* :=Dg(z*, .)(O) = DQ(a(z*), ‘)(x(z*)) + 1, = u* + 1,; 
then A* is a Fredholm operator with index 0. Since dim ker( U* + lcO) = 1, 
there is a 5 E C, with ker A* = Wg, 5 # 0, and d/dzl,, [Dg(z, -)(O)t] = 
U’(z*)< = x $im A*, (cmp. Remark 1.2). Now we can apply Theorem 1.2 
and find open neighbourhoods j, R+ of z*, olr Co of 0 E C,, jr [w of 
OE R and a continuous map (2, $): I-+ 3x 0 such that: 
(i) Z(0) = z*, VW) = 0, 6 $1 
i\{O}, I) ’ d’ff 
is continuously differentiable on 
1s I erentiable at 0 E Z with $‘(O) = 5 # 0, t+&‘(O) E ker A*, 
(ii) (z(s), b&s)) E A* and g(Z(s), G(s)) = 0 for all s E 1, 
(iii) $(s)#O for s~j\{O}, 
(iv) g-l({O})n(jx 0)=(1x {O})u(Z,$)(Z). 
Now define 
oi := (13 s H a(Z(s)) E R), 4 := (i3 s H x(2(s)) + $(s) E C,); 
oi and 4 are continuous and continuously differentiable on i\{O}, 
oi(0) = a*, and @J(O) = x(z*). Next we construct Z, J, and U. 
Since a’(z*) #O, there are open intervals J G$ J” E Iw with z* EJ’, 
a* E J”, such that .Z’ 3 z H a(z) E J” is homeomorphic. This remains true for 
the map 
H: J’ x Co 3 (z, cp) H (a(z), x(z) + rp) E J” x Co. 
Since (a*, x(z*)) = H(z*, 0) E H(J’ x fi), there are open sets JC J”, UC C,, 
with (a*,X(z*))eJx UsH(J’x 0). Because E: C,3cp~cp(l)~lR is 
linear and continuous with E(x(z*)) =z* EJ’, E:“‘(Y) EC, is an open 
neighbourhood of x(z*). Since X(Z*)E U we can therefore assume 
USE-‘(J’), i.e., cp( 1) E J’ for all cp E U. Furthermore J” := a-‘(J) n J’ c J’ 
is an open neighbourhood of z* since a* E J. Now define I:= 
(Z, 4) - ’ (J”’ x U) G 1; since (2, 4) : I+ 1 x C, is continuous, Z is open, and 
from (Z(O), G(O)) = (z*, x(z*))E J”’ x U we derive 0 EZ. Let SE Z, i.e., 
(Z(s), 4(s)) E J”’ x U or G(s) E U and Z(s) E a-‘(J), resp. 6(s) = a(Z(s)) E J. It 
follows that 
(ii, ~$5) := (I3 s H (t?(s), q?(s)) = (a@(s)), x(.?(s)) + G(s)) E Jx U) 
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is defined, continuous, and continuously differentiable on Z\(O). Moreover 
(a) E(0) = oi(0) = a*, Cp(0) = d(O) = x(z*). 
(b) From (ii) we find for s E ZG 1: 
0 = gG(s), $(s,, = QtMs)), x@(s)) + t&s)) +x@(s)) + ‘i(s) 
= Qta(s), Cpts)) + Cpb), 
and hence Q(a(s), G(s)) = -q(s). Thus by Lemma 1.5 X( ., s) = 
x( ., E(s), q(s)) is a symmetric periodic solution of (E(s)f). 
(c) Suppose (E(s), cp(s))~PB(f) for some SEZ. We prove s=O. 
First of all there is a z > 0 with E(s) = a(z) and q(s) =x(z). Since 
(E(s), @(s))E.ZX U we have E(s) = cr(Z(s)) E.Z and @(s)~ U, and thus 
z = x( 1, z) = rp(s)( 1) E J’. Now s E I implies Z(s) E J”’ c J’, hence we have 
Z(S), z EJ’. Since c( is injective on J’ and a(Z(s)) = a(z), it follows that 
Z(s) = z and thus x(z) = q(s) = x(?(s)) + 1,6(s) =x(z) + s(s). This shows 
G(s) = 0, and (iii) gives s = 0. 
(d) Suppose x( ., fl, cp) is a symmetric periodic solution for some 
(/l,rp)~JxU. Since JxUsH(J’xo), there is a ZEJ’E~ and a $EG 
with p = a(z), rp =x(z) + II/. Furthermore g(z, $) = Q(a(z), x(z) + $) + 
x(z)+1c/=Q(/?,cp)+q=O, and (iv) gives (z,+)~g~‘((O})n(jx@= 
(fx (0)) u (5, $)(I). Hence either (z, $) E jx (0) or (z, $) E (5, $)(I). 
If (z, $)E~x {0}, then $ =O, and hence /?=a(~), q =x(z); if 
(z, Ic/) E (2, $)(I^), then there is a s E Z with z = Z(s), II/ = 1+6(s), and we have 
G(s) = x(2(s)) + I)(S) = x(z) + $ = cp E U, Z(s) = z E J’, a(Z(s)) = a(z) = fl E J. 
It follows that Z(S)ECI-l(J) n J’= J”’ and thus (Z(s), $(s))E J”’ x U. This 
proves SE (2, 4))’ (J”’ x U) = I and /I = a@(s)) = i(s), cp = $5(s) = q(s). 1 
Remark 1.4. Since U* is compact (compare, e.g., [7]), U* + 1 co is 
always a Fredholm operator with index 0. We shall obtain this independ- 
ently in Corollary 3.1. 
In the following we shall study the conditions of Theorem 1.3 and try to 
simplify them. 
2. THE EIGENVALUE - 1 
In this section we always assume that 
f~ C’(R) is odd, f(0) = 0, f’(0) < 0, and xf(x) < 0 for x # 0. 
Furthermore, let x( ., z), y( ., z) and a(z) be as in the Theorem of Kaplan 
and Yorke. Then 
x(., z)l R; = xt., a(z), x(z)). 
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In addition to U(z) := U$‘, = DQ(a(z), .)(x(z)) E L(CO, C,) we need the 
following operators: 
W) := Ml, a(z), ~)(x(z))=Xlp(l, a(z), x(z))= W(1, a(z), x(z))eL(C, C), 
W(z) := w;;:; = D-K& a(z), .)(x(z)) = x,(2, a(z), x(z)) 
= W(2, a(z), x(z)) E L( C, C). 
We have to find conditions for the eigenvalue - 1 of U(z). Walther [ 163 
was the first who studied this kind of problem. His starting point is to 
describe the spectrum of the operator U(z) with the help of a boundary 
value problem for a (two-dimensional) linear system of ordinary differential 
equations. It is not hard to find this system, but Walther was the first who 
drew conclusions by comparing the degrees of the Poincart maps P(a, . ) 
for a near -n/2f’(O) and for a + co. Thus he was able to prove the 
existence of a bifurcation point on PB(f) where non-symmetric periodic 
solutions do appear (Theorem 6.1 in [16]). We also study the boundary 
value problem mentioned above, but we are only interested in the eigen- 
value - 1. By Theorem 1.3 we have to describe not only ker( U(z) + 1 c0) 
and im( U(z) + l,,), but also the derivative of U(z). Thus our situation is 
more complicated than by Walther since we need more information on 
U(z); a substantial help is the fact, that - 1 is always an eigenvalue of 
W(z). The definition of V(z), W(z), Definition 1.2, Lemma 1.3, and the 
symmetry properties of x( ., z) immediately yield 
LEMMA 2.1. Let z > 0 and a := a(z). Then for 5 E C the following hold: 
(1) V(z)r=5(1)+Sbafl(x(.,z))rdsEC, .ECO, 11, 
(2) W(z)5=q(l)+Jbaf’(y(.,z))qdsEC,.E[O, l] whereq:=V(z)[, 
(3) U(z)[= W(z)<--~(z)(l/$O,z))[W(z)~](O)~C~for ~EC,, where 
i.(z) :=f(., Z)l[O,l, and a(O, z) = -af(z) # 0. 
In particular V(z) [, W(z) t : [0, 1 ] + R are continuously differentiable. 
The question when - 1 is an eigenvalue of W(z) can be answered as 
follows: 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 4 E C. Then W(z){ = -t if and only if 5 is differentiable 
and if there is a differentiable q E C such that 
ti = af’(x(~, z))t, r(O)=5(1) 
li = --olf’(y(., z)h 5(O) = -rl(l). 
(*I 
In this case we have r] = V(z)t. 
This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1(1, 2). 
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COROLLARY 2.1. W(z) i(z) = -i(z). 
Proof. Define C; :=a(~) and r := -j(z) (= --I;( ., z)lcO,r,). Then dif- 
ferentiation of f = a,(y), j = -orf(x) yields the assumption. 1 
We have reduced the eigenvalue problem of W(z) for the eigenvalue - 1 to 
the linear boundary value problem (*). Next we do the same for U(z): 
LEMMA 2.3. Let z > 0 and a := a(z). 
(1) If (EC, and U(z){= -5, then for r] := V(z){, p :=v](l)/i(O, z) 
the following holds: 
3 = af’(x(., z))5 
t= -af’(y(~,z))v+M~,z) (**) 
v(o)=al), W)=O, 1(l)=Pw,z). 
(2) Suppose that 5 E C is differentiable and there is a p E Iw and a 
differentiable q E C which fulfil (**). Then r E C, and U(z)5 = -5. 
Proof: (1) Let <EC,, and U(z)<= -r. By Lemma2.1(1) we have 
d=af’(x)<, and q(O)= t(l) for ye := V(z)& From [EC, we see [(O)=O, 
and p := v(l)/i(O, z) gives q(1) = @(O, z). Now by Lemma 2.1(2,3) we find 
5= -U(z)<= -W(z)~+i & cwz)sI(o) 3 
v](l) = -W(z)<+i-= 
40, z) 
-Wz)<+pk 
and differentiation yields: tj = -af’( y)r] + pi. 
(2) Let r E C be differentiable and suppose there is a differentiable 
q E C and a ,H E R such that (**) is fulfilled. Then t(O) = 0 implies 5 E Co. 
Since fl =af(x)< and q(O)= t(l), Lemma 2.1(l) shows q = V(z)<. From 
,U = q(l)/a(O, z), W(z) l(O) = q(1) and Lemma 2.1(3) we derive: U(z){ = 
W(z) < - @. Now differentiation and Lemma 2.1(2) yield (U(z) 5) * = 
af’(y)q - ~2 = -[, i.e., U(z)< + 5 is constant. But U(z) ((0) + t(O) = 0 
since 5, U(z)r E C, and hence U(z)< + 5 = 0. 1 
Before we study the system (**) let us define the fundamental solution 
of (*): 
DEFINITION 2.1. For z > 0 and a := a(z) let 
A( .) z) := 
( 
0 af’(x( .9 ~1) 
- af’(A .1 ~1) 0 > 
: R + L(W, W) 
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S(., z) := 
( 
pt.9 z) 4.3 z) 
qt.3 z) 4.9 z) > 
: R -+ L(uP, FP) 
be the (fundamental) solution of s= A( ., z)S, S(0) = 1 R2. 
Remark 2.1. In components we have 
d = olfl(x)q, P(O, z) = 1, zi=af’(x)u, u(0, z)=O 
4 = -af’(y)p, do, z) = 0, d = -af’(y)u, ~(0, z) = 1. 
The study of the eigenvalue - 1 is considerably simplified by the facts, 
that we know explicitly the right-hand column of S( ., z), and that the left- 
hand column possesses a certain symmetry property. This is important for 
our further calculations. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let z > 0 and a := a(z). Then 
(1) U(.,z,=-&(.,z,= -$;)z)), 
1 
u( .) z) = -- 
af(4 
-q *, Z) = -y(y)). 
Z 
(2) p(t,z)= -~(t,z)+~tp(t,z) 
qW=~(t,z)- a’(z) - ti( t, z) 
a(z) 
for all t E [w. 
(3) p(l-t,z)=q(t,z)+$+(t,z) 
a’(z) q(l-t,z)=p(t,z)-p 
a(z) 
)‘(t, z) 
for all t E [w. 
(4) SC4 z) = 
( 
AL z) 41, z) = -a’(z)f(z) - 1 
41, z) 41, z) > ( 1 0 > ’ 
(5) detS(t,z)=p(t,z)o(t,z)-q(t,z)u(t,z)=l foraNtEIWand 
qt, z)-’ = u(t2z) -dt, z) 
--4(&Z) > A&Z) . 
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Proof. (1) follows by differentiation of ,? = c$(y), j = -ES(X) since 
k(O, z) = -or.(z) and j(0, z) = 0. 
(2) Define 
a’(z) /T(t):= -g(t,z)+yo tl’(t, z) and 
a’(z) 
4(t) :=~tt,z,----qq ti( t, z). 
Since x(0, z) = 0, ~(0, z) = -z we have 
P(O)= -g(O,z)+O=l and q(o)=~(o,z)-o=o, 
and j = -@f(x) yields (we omit the arguments): 
&g-yx)q= -d3+oi(r)i+r%)t~-af’(x)~+a~(x)~t~ 
az a(z) a(z) a(z) 
= -$-a’(z)f(x)+c(0 “(‘) t[jj + af’(x)i] -a i [f(x)] 
= -E [j+af(x)]+$jt[j+af(x)]’ 
= 0. 
Analogously one finds 4 + af’(y)p = 0, and hence p = p( ., z), 4 = q( ., z). 
(3) From Theorem 1.1(2) we see x(1-t,z)= -x(t-l,z)= -y(t,z) 
for t E R. Thus 
E(l-t,z)= -$(t,z), i( 1 - t, z) = j(t, z), and 
q(l-t,z)=$(l-t,z)- Z(l-t)i(l-t,z) 
= -~(t.Z)-~(l-t))i(t,Z) 
a’(z) =p(t, z)-- 
a(z) 
P(t, z); 
a’(z) p(l-t,z)=q(l-(l-t),z)+- a’(z) 
a(z) 
Jq 1 - t, z) = q( t, z) + - 
a(z) 
i( t, z). 
(4) From (3) we find 
a’(z) Al, z) = q(0, z) + - 
a(z) 
i(O,z)=O+ z C-a(z)f(z)l= -a’(z)f(z), 
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and q( 1, z) = ~(0, z) - (cr’(z)/a(z)) j(0, z) = 1 - 0 = 1. Now (1) shows 
u(l,z)= -1 and v(l,z)=O. 
(5) ImmediatefromSpA(~,z)=OanddetS(O,z)=1. 1 
Next we solve the initial value problem which belongs to the 
inhomogenous system (**) of Lemma 2.3: 
LEMMA 2.5. Let .z > 0, M = a(z), (Q,, &,, p) E R x R x R, and let (q, 5) be 
the solution of 
4 = MYx(., z))5, 1(O) = ?o 
4 = -e#YY(~, Z))? + #w ., z), 5(O) = 50. 
Then 
Proof: (1) Let 
a :=qo--p 
S’ 
u(s, z) f(s, z) ds, 40) = rlo, 
0 
b := go + p s’ p(s, z) %(s, z) ds, b(O) = to. 
0 
and 
d:=p(.,z).a+u(.,z)-b and [:=q(.,z).u+o(.,z).b. 
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Then f(O)= 1 .y~~+O.t,,=q~, [(O)=O.r],+ 1 .<,,=&,, and a short calcu- 
lation which uses Lemma 2.4(5) shows { = orf’(x)[, [ = -olf’(y)q + ~2, 
from which q = q, [ = 5 follows. 
(2) From (1) with Lemma 2.4(4). 1 
In addition to this we calculate the integral f; p(s, z) Z(s, z) ds which 
appears in Lemma 2.5(2): 
LEMMA 2.6. Let z > 0 and a’(z) .fh u(s, z) Z(s, z) ds = 0. Then 
s 
’ p(s, z) Z(s, z) ds = -; i(0, z) = f a(z) f(z) # 0. 
0 
Proof First of all p(s, z) Z(s, z) + 4(s, z) j(s, z) = 0 for SE R since 
4 = -orf’( y)p and i = ~f( y) yield 
Because of U’(Z) jh u(s, z) Z(s, z) ds = 0 and p( 1, z) = -a’(z) f(z) it follows 
that p( 1, z) s: U(S, z) j;(s, z) ds = 0. Define 
v(t):=(J;-‘+jtl)f(s,z)p(s,z)ds 
+p(l,z)j-lu(s,z)x(s,z)ds+q(l-t,z)j(l-t,z). 
f 
Then v( 1) = 0 since q(0, z) = 0. Theorem 1.1 shows 
y(t,z)=x(t-1,z)*j(t,z)=i(t-1,Z),j(t,Z)=ji(t-l,Z) 
~j(l-t,z)=ji(l-t-l,Z)=jl(-tt,Z)=-Z(t,z), 
for tEEi!, and q(l-t,z)=p(t,z)+p(l,z)u(t,z) from Lemma2.4(3) gives 
3(t)= -~(l-tt,z)p(l-t,z)-ji(t,z)p(t,z)-p(l,z)u(t,z)R(t,z) 
-Q(l-t,z)j(l-t,z)-q(l-t,z)jj(l-t,z) 
= -jt(l-t,z)p(l-t,z)-[Cp(t,z)+p(l,z)u(t,z)]n(t,z) 
- 4( 1 - t, z) j( 1 - t, z) + q( 1 - t, z) qt, z) 
= qt, z)Cq(l - 6 z) - AL z) u(t, z) - At, 211 
-Cn(.,z)p(.,z)+9(.,z)~(.,Z)1(1--t) 
= 0, 
505:X2+9 
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since both brackets vanish. Hence v(t) = 0 for all t E R. For t = 0 we find 
o=v(o)=(~ol+jol) n(s, z) p(s, z) ds + p( 1, z) .s,: U(S, z) jt(s, z) ds 
+ q(L z) 3(1, z) 
= 2 f p(s, z) Z(s, z) ds + 0 + 1 . -qo, z), 
0 
since q(l,z)=l andj(l,z)=i(O,z). 1 
Now we ask what choice of qO, to, p in Lemma 2.5 yields a solution of the 
boundary value problem (**) in Lemma 2.3( 1). The result is 
LEMMA~.~. Let z>O, (~o,~O,p)~R~lR~lR and q, 5 be us in 
Lemma 2.5, i.e., 
li = a(z) f-w., z))<, fl(O) =?o 
l= -4z) f’(Y(., z))rl+ IN., z), eco, =509 
Then the following are equivalent: 
0) 
(ii) 
Proof. 
4(O) = 0, 5 f 0, v(l) = MO, z), r1(0) = 5( 1) 
to = 0, q. # 0, p = 2(a’(z)/cr(z))~,, a’(z) J; u(s, z) Z(s, z) ds = 0. 
(i) =z. (ii): Lemma 2.5(2) gives 
l-1 
50 = r(o) = 0 and ?o=r1(0)=5(1)= ‘IO-PJ u(s, z) ji(s, z) ds, 
0 
hence, 
I 
I 
P. u(s, z) i(s, z) ds = 0. 
0 
It follows that 
f 
1 
+ p(s, z) i(s, z) ds 
0 1 
= AL zho -P j-’ P(S, z) -f(s, z) ds, 
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and hence 
p(l,I)~o=P[i(O,z~+jl PWWds]. 
0 
Case 1. /A = 0: Then Lemma 2.4(4) gives p( 1, z)qo = 0 = -LX’(Z) f(z)qo, 
resp. a’(z)q, = 0 and p = 0 = 2(a’(z)/a(z))r7,. 
Case 2. p # 0: Then jh U(S, z) a(s, z) ds = 0 and hence a’(z) j; U(S, z) 
j;(s, z) ds = 0. Thus sh p(s, z) Z(s, z) ds = -ji(O, z) by Lemma 2.6, and it 
follows that p( 1, z)qo = p. $(O, z) resp. p = 2(p(l, z)/a(O, z))qo = 
2(cc’(z)/cr(z))qo by Lemma 2.4(4). 
It remains to show q. #O, since we then have a’(z) = 0 in Case 1, and 
hence a’(z) sh U(S, z) ji(s, z) ds= 0 too. But q. = 0 implies p = 0, and (i) 
gives 4 = q =0 since v](O)= l(O)=O. This is a contradiction to t #O. 
(ii) * (i): We have 
P j-; u(s, z) Z(s, z) ds = 2 & [cc’(z) jol u(s, z) if+, z) ds] = 0, 
and Lemma 2.5(2) and Lemma 2.6 give 
5(O) = 50 = 0, 
81) = ylo - P jol 4s, z) n(s, z) ds = r](O), 
vl(l)=P(Lz)~o-~o 
p(l,z)J; u(s,z)f(s,z)ds+/; p(s,z)i(s,z)ds] 
= Al, zho - P j-; PCS, z) z(s, z) ds 
=p(L zho+$i(O, z) 
= -Lx’(z) f(z)qo +; pi(O, z) 
1 CC(z) 
= -a(z) f(z) . -. 2 - 
2 a) 
‘lo +; @to, z) 
= i(0, z) .;. p + ; pi(0, z) = pi(0, z), 
and it remains to show 4: # 0. But t = 0 yields q. = <( 1) = 0. 1 
Now let p(z) = p( ., z)l ro,,,, etc. Then 
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LEMMA 2.8. dim ker( U(z) + 1 ,-J = 1 o a’(z). sh U(S, z) Z(s, z) ds = 0. If 
5 := q(z) + 2 z 
x [u(z) -j; p(s, z) jt(s, z) ds - q(z) -5, u(s, z) a(s, z) ds] 
r/ := p(z) + 2 c@ 
Nz) 
x u(z). j; p(s, z) ,f(s, z) ds - p(z) .j; u(s, z) Z(s, z) ds] 
then 
0) t(O)=& t(l)=@)= 1, v(l)= -2a’(z)f(z), 
(ii) ‘I = +)5, 
(iii) ker( U(z) + 1 c,,) = IF!<. 
Proof: Let dim ker(U(z) + lcO) = 1. Then there is a CE C, with 
U(z)5 = -r’ and r ~0. Define 9 := V(z)& p := q( 1)/i-(0, z), then 
q(O) = t(l), and (**) holds. Hence Lemma 2.7(i) is true and Lemma 2.7(ii) 
gives 
a’(z). j’ u(s, z) n(s, z) ds = 0. 
0 
Now suppose a’(z). j; U(S, z) j;(s, z) ds = 0. We prove 
(4 kW44 + lco) # PI, 
(b) if tl, l2 E ker( U(z) + l,), then tl, t2 are linearly dependent, 
from which dim ker( U(z) + 1 cO) = 1 follows. 
Proof of (a): Let r,ro := 1, to :=O, p := 2(cr’(z)/cr(z)) and (q, l) be as in 
Lemma 2.5( 1 ), i.e., 
x [ u( ., z) . j’ p(s, z) i(s, z) ds - p( ., z) . j; u(s, z) i(s, z) ds], 
0 
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Then Lemma 2.7(ii) is true. Now Lemma 2.7(i) and Lemma 2.3(2) give 
5 #O and U(z)< = -5. Hence 5 E ker( U(z) + l,,,) and ker(U(z) + I,,) 
# (0). Moreover Lemma 2.7(i) and .?(O, z) = -a(z) f(z) show (i) and (ii). 
Proof of(b) and hence of (iii): Let ti, t,Eker(U(z)+l,,). If <,=O or 
t2 = 0, the assumption is true. Suppose now 5 i # 0, c2 # 0 and 
VI := W)5,, 
rll(Z) fl2(z) q*:= V(z)(*, - .-- PI := a(o, z)’ p2 .- $0, z)’ 
Then (PI,, <,, pr) and (Y/~, t2, p2) fultil the equations in Lemma2.3(1). 
In particular r],(O)=[,(l) f or i = 1,2, and Lemma 2.7 gives pi = 
2(cr’(z)/cc(z)) q;(O), i= 1, 2. Since (**) is linear in q, 5, p, (**) is also 
fulfilled for every linear combination of (r] i, <r, pi) and (ye*, t2, ,u~). We set 
c1 := t2(1), c2 := -l,(l) and 
t:=cl51+c252, VI := c1rl1+ C2?2? P := ClP, + c2p2; 
then 
4 =#(x(., z))<, v1(0)=5(1) 
;f = -@YY(., z))rl+ M., z), ((0) = 0. 
But y1(O)=c,~~(O)+c~q~(O)=c,~,(1)+c,~~(1)=O, and analogously 
p = 0, hence, 
v(O) = 0 
((0) = 0. 
From this we find q=O, t;=c,t,+~~<~=O, and r,,c2 are linearly 
dependent if (cl, c2) # (0,O). If ci = r2( 1) = 0 then ~~(0) = c2( 1) = 0, p2 = 
2(~‘(z)/dz)) ~~(0) = 0, and (**I for (q2, t2, p2) gives v2 = t2 = 0. I 
Thus we have the final result of this section: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let feC2(R) be odd, f(O)=O, f’(O)<O, xf(x)<O for 
x # 0. Let z > 0. Then for the operator U(z) the foIlowing hold: 
(1) Zf u’(z) = 0, then dim ker( U(z) + 1 Co) = 1 and ker( U(z) + lC,,) = 
&l(z). 
(2) If a’(z) #O, then dim ker(U(z)+ l,,,) = 1 if and only if 
~e~(,z~$.s, z) ds = 0. In this case ker(U(z) + l,,) = rW< where 5 is as in 
. . 
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3. THE BIFURCATION THEOREM 
Define T(Z) := s; u(t, z) ji(t, z) dt for z > 0. Then by the Theorems 1.3 and 
2.1 the conditions for z* > 0 to be a differentiable bifurcation point are: 
(1) a’(z*)#o, 
(2) r(z*) = 0, 
(3) I* := U’(z*)<* $im(U(z*) + l,), 
(4) w*) + 1, is a Fredholm operator with index 0, 
with c* E ker( U(z*) + 1 C0) of Lemma 2.8. 
In this section we assume a’(~*) #O and r(z*) =0 for some z* >O. We 
shall now study the conditions (3) and (4). To this end we describe 
im( V(z*) + 1 ,-J as the kernel of a linear map L: CO -+ [w. First 
LEMMA 3.1. Let XECO, pc I&!, KE IF! and let (t) be the solution of 
Then : 
itl)=ptl,z*)v(l)+~~i(o,z*)+ J; fi(s,z*)x(s)ds, 
v( 1) = K + J6’ tits, z*) x(s) ds. 
Prooj’I Since we know the fundamental solution of the corresponding 
homogenous system (*), we can solve (*) immediately. Definition 2.1, 
Remark 2.1, and Lemma 2.4( 5) yield 
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Now Lemma 2.4(4) and Lemma 2.6 give 
from which our assumption follows. i 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L: Co 3 x H x( 1) + f: ti(s, z*) x(s) ds E R. L is linear and 
continuous, and im( U(z*) + 1 ,-0) = ker L. 
Proof: We only show: x E im(U(z*) + lcO) o Lx = 0 for all x E Co. Let 
XEim(U(z*)+l,,),i.e.,X=U(~*)cp+cpforsomecpEC~.Definev:=cp-X, 
c;;a:T*h and P := Icl(l)/-W, z*), K := t&O). Then by Lemma 2.1(1,3) 
ii/ = uf’(x)cp = uf’(x)v + #(x)x, Il/(O)=cp(lh 
v=cp-~=(p-(u(z*)cp+cp)= -u(z*)q 
= -w(z*)cp+i(-,z*) c wz*)cpl(o) i(0, z*) . 
This shows that v is differentiable, and Lemma 2.1(2) gives [ W(z*)cp](O) 
= [ V(z*)cp]( 1) = $( 1). Because of cp, x E C, we thus have 
it= -(w(z*)cp)‘+p%(~,z*)= -t%f’(y)$+pa, v(O) = do) - x(O) = 0, 
or 
The previous lemma shows 
s 
I =lc+ tits, z*) x(s) 4 
0 
and hence Lx=O. 
Now suppose Lx = 0. Define 
lc:=o, 
2 
p := 1(0, z*) --~(l,z*)x(1)+~~~li(~,z’)x(~)d~], 
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and let (t) be as in Lemma 3.1. Then we have for cp := v + x: 
=fpi(O,z’)+ -p(l,z*)x(l)+ jlQxds 
[ 0 1 
=O+Lx=O=$(O), 
lj = cff’(x)v + cf(x)x = cf(x)cp. 
Hence Lemma 2.1(l) shows V(z*)cp = $, and Lemma 2.1(2) gives 
w(z*)cp=$(l)+ S’d’(y)@is=$(l)+ j;(pi--li)ds 
0 
=$(1)+(/k-v)-(pi(o,z*)-v(0)) 
=p~-v+(~(1)-p~(o,z*))=p.?-v. 
Since [W(z*)cp](O)= [V(z*)cp](l)=&l)=p$O, z*), we obtain 
u(z*)cp= w(z*)cp-i c ~(z*)cpl(o) n(o z*) =pi-v-pi. -v= -cp+x, 
9 
and thus x = U(z*)cp + q E im( U(z*) + l,,). 
COROLLARY 3.1. U(z*) + 1 c0 is a Fredholm operator with index 0. 
ProoJ im( U(z*) + 1 c0) = ker L is closed, dim ker( U(z*) + 1 c,) = 1, and 
it remains to show codim im( V(z*) + 1 Co) = codim ker L = 1. But 
codim ker L = 1 o im L = R o L is surjective o Lx # 0 for some x E C,,. 
Since u(z*) = u( ., z*)l co,I, l Co and u(l,z*)= -1 we have 
Lu(z*)=u(z*)(l)+~olti(s,z*)u(s,z*)ds 
=u(l,z*)+;u2(.,z*),~=u(1,z*)+~u2(l,z*)= -3. 1 
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Now x* = U’(z*)<* $im(U(z*)+ l,,,) is the last condition we have to 
study. By Lemma 3.2 it is equivalent to Lx* # 0. For Lx* we find 
LEMMA 3.3. Lx* = p*r’(z*) where p* := 2(cd(z*)/a(z*)). 
Proof: (1) Define~:[W+-rC,,v]:[W+-,C,i:[W+~C,and~:[W+~[W 
by 5(z) := 5*, q(z) := V(z)t*, i(z) := U(z){*, p(z) := q(z)( l)/a(O, z) for 
z > 0. Furthermore let 
at, z) := <(z)(t) = 5*(t), rl(c z) := r](z)(t), UC z) := i(z)(f) 
and 
At, z) := a(z) f’(x(c z)), h(t, z) := 4~) .f’Mc z)) 
for (t, Z)E [0, l] x R+. Then by Lemma 2.1 
ti = 85, 1(o,z)=5(Lz)=r*(l) 
[=hq-p.i-, dl, z)= Cwz)5*1(0)=P(z)f(O, 2). 
In particular we have for z = z* (compare Lemma 2.8(i)) 
5(z*) = 5*, q(z*) = v(z*)<* =: Fj-*, 
Qz*) = u(z*)r* = -t*, v*(l) p(z*)=-= 
i(0, z*) p*y 
and if g* := g( ., z*), h* := h( ., z*), 1* := Z( ., z*) then 
fj* = g*t*, rl*(o)=t*(l) 
[* = -A*,.,* + pan*, yI*(l)=p*i(o,z*). 
(2) Some remarks concerning our notations. In the following u,, x, 
is the partial derivative of U, x with respect o z, 
derivative with respect to z, evaluated at 
x* :=x( .) z*), u,* := u,( ., z*) = d/dzl,.u, etc. 
(3) Hence we have 
it.3 z) = iA., z*) = it; x*=uyz*)S*=g~ u(z,c*=~~(z*)=~~ 
Z* z- 
x* is differentiable and 
dldzl,., a/azI,. denotes the 
z=z*. Furthermore let 
i*(r,=; &,z)=~ Ch(t,z)rl(t,z)--(z)I(t,z)l. 
i* z* 
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Partial integration yields: 
Lx*=x”(l)+S1 a*x*dt=x*(l)+u*x*J:-I1 u*i* dt 
0 0 
=x*(1)+(-1).x*(1)-0.x*(0)-j; u*i*dt= -jb’u*i*dt 
=-- j-; [u*h,*q* + u*h*r],*] dt + p’(z*) 1; u*Z* dt 
+ ,u(z*) j; u*it:,* dt 
=- j,’ [u*h,*q* + u*h*q;] dt +p’(z*) r(z*) + ,u* j; u*i,* dt 
+p*J’ 
1 
u:it* dt - p* u,*.f* dt 
0 s 0 
=-- ~‘I.“h:~*+u*h*~/~]dt+O+p*jd~~~Jui)dt 
0 
s 
1 
-,u* u,*jl* dt 
0 
s 
1 
=- u*h,*q* dt - 
0 
j; u*h*q,* dt - p* 1’ u,*ji* dt + p*r’(z*). 
Let c1 := jt u*h,*q* dt, c2 := sh u*h*q,* dt, cj := p* 1; u,*j;* dt. Then it 
remains to prove c, + c2 + c3 = 0. 
(4) Remark 2.1 gives h*(t) u*(t) = h(t, z*) u(t, z*)=a(z*)f’(y(t, z*)) 
u(t, z*) = -d(t, z*)= --C*(t), and since ~(1, z)=O, ~(0, z) = t*(l), partial 
integration shows 
s 
1 
c2 = u*h*q,* dt = 
0 
il’ -d*q$dt= -u*q:j;+j-; o*q,*dt 
= --v(l,z*)~~(l,z*)+u(O,z*)~ 
,?* 
q(O,z)+jlu*q:dt 
0 
f 
1 
= 
0 
u*ri:dt=~~l:*[~I,*~]dt=jl~u*[~l**gr]dt 
I 
1 
= u*g,*[* dt. 
0 
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It follows that 
cl + c2 + c3 = 
s 
’ (u*h,*q* + v*g,*r* + p*u,*Z*) dt. 
0 
(5) Differentiation of ti = gv, ti = -hu (compare Remark 2.1 and the 
definition of h and g) with respect to z gives at z = z*: 
ti,* = g,*v* + g*v,*, d,* = -h,*u* - h*u,* 
resp. 
g,*v* = ri,* - g*v,*, h,*u* = 4; - h*u;. 
From 4* = g*{*, [* = -h*r]* + p*Z* we derive 
Cl + c2 + c3 = I ’ (u*h,*q* + v*g,*[* + p*u;i*) dt 0 
= s ; [(-ti,*-h*u:)q*+(ti:-g*vf)<*+p*u:n*]dt 
= [ -ir;y]* - u,+(h*rj*) + a,*(* - v,*(g*<*) + p*u;z*] dt 
*ji*-[*)+ti,*<*-v,*rj*+p*u,*ji*]dt 
= 
i 
; [( -d;q* - v,*Y)*) + (u,*t* + ti,*t*)] dt 
= 
s 
; [ -(v,*q*)‘+ (u,*<*)‘] dt = [u,*t* -v;q*] I:, 
= C%(L z*) 5*(l)-v,(l, z*) 1*t111 
- c44 z*) t*(o) - v,(O, z*) ?*@)I 
= 0, 
since u(O,z)=O, v(O,z)=l, u(l,z)= -1, v(l,z)=Oand henceu,(l,z*)= 
vz(1,z*)=z4z(o,z*)=o,(o,z*)=o. 1 
In the next lemma we shall calculate r’(z). For this purpose we need 
some preliminary remarks. 
(i) Let u=r~(z) and b :=f’(O). Then differentiation of 
f = d(Y), x(0, z) = 0, X(1, z)=z 
P= -q-b), Y(O, z) = -z, y(Lz)=O, 
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gives 
jr=af’(y)j= -a’f’(y)f(x), i(0, z) = -ccf(z), i(l,z)=O 
j= -aS’(x)i= -a2S’(x)f(y), 3(O,z) = 0, 3(1, z) = -af(z) 
2 = @YY) .f%) - a3fr(x) f(Y) f(Y), iqo, z) = 0, a( 1, z) = -cr2f(z) b 
Y= -a3f”(x)f2(y)+a3f’(x)f’(y)f(x), jqO,z)=aZf(z).b, jql,z)=O. 
(ii) From Lemma 2.4( 1) we see 
r(z)=~‘u(c,z)i(l,z)dt= u’(z) 1 
0 
f(z) Jo f2W ~1) f’b(e z)) dt 
1 ’ 
=- 
s af(z) 0 
.T( 1, z) I;( t, z) dt. 
Theorem 1.1 yields 
x(1 -t,z)= -x(t- l,z)= -y(t,z), y(l-t,z)=x(-t,z)= -x(t,z) 
for z > 0, t E R, and the substitution t I--+ 1 - t in r(z) gives (observe that f 
is odd) 
u’(z) ’ - r(z)= f(z)s f?v(c ~1) f’(x(t, ~1) d  0
1 1 =-- 
1 uf(z) 0 
i(t, z) j;(t, z) dt, 
and hence: 
‘(“‘=?f(z) 0 ’ * j1 Cf2Cx) f’(.~) +f?.d f’(x)1 dt 
1 ’ 
=- I &f(z) 0 
(Zj-.@) dr. 
From now on we omit the arguments (t, z). 
The last two integrals are invariant under t ti 1 - t. 
(iii) By Lemma 2.4( 1, 5) we have pu - qu = 1 and af(z)u = j, 
ctf(z)v = -1. It follows that CL(Z) f(z) = -pi - q+ resp. f(z) = 
-Pf(Y) + cm). 
(iv) Let F:=Jb f(u)du. Then by Theorem 1.1(3) F(x)+F(y)=F(z), 
and differentiation with respect to z yields f (x)x, + f(y) y, = f (z). 
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LEMMA 3.4. r’(z) = (u’(z)/u(z) - f’(z)/f(z)) T(Z) + U’(Z). J(Z) 
4~) := j:, f’(x(t, ~1) f’(y(t, z)) dt. 
where 
ProoJ (1) Let a(z) := ~(u’(z)/f(z)). Then 
r(z) = a(z) -1’ Cf2(x) f’(y) +.RY) f’(x)1 dt 
0 
and 
r’(z) = $$ r(z) + a(z) j: k [f’(x) f’(y) +f*(y) f’(x)1 dt 
=z r(z) + 4z) 1’ W(x) s’(x) f’(y) +f*(y) f”(x)lx, dt 
0 
+ 4~) j-; U*(x) f”(y) + V(Y) f’(x) f’(~)l~z dt 
=$fr(Z)+4z)~~ [-~~+3y(,)r(x)/.(y)]x=dt 
+a@) J; [$ 2 + 3f’b) f’(y) f(y) 
1 
Y, dt 
=zr(z)+$/l (Zycy;-jjx;)dt 
0 
+ 34~) j-l C.f(xbz+.f(~)~zl f’(x)f’(~) dt 
0 
a’(z) =-r(z)+yj’(iy,-Jx,)dt 
4z) 0 
+ 34~) f(z) j1 f’(x) f’(y) dt. 
0 
(2) Calculation of d := jh (TiyZ - jx,) dt: From Lemma 2.4(z) we 
have 
x,=gu’flz).t.c=y+~t~, 
y, = --p + u’f(z) . t .24 = -p + 5 tj 
u 
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and hence 
d=j’(- a a) 
jrp+cc’t$j-jq-!& dt= -d,+$& 
0 a 
with 
d, := 
I 
’ (Zp + Jq) dt, 
0 
dz:= j’t.(@-Ji)dt. 
0 
Calculation of d, : Since 0 = cf(x)q, 4 = -orf’(y)p it follows that 
d,= jol [i+$)+q(-$o]~ 
=(pit+qj),&jl (fin+gj)dt 
0 
= Ml, z) ,fit(l, z) + q(L z) j(l, z)) - (2-m z) qo, z) + q(0, z) j(0, z)) 
- 
I 
; [af’(x)qi!-c@(y) pj;] dt 
=(-c+(z)bp(l,z)+O)-(O+O) 
- s ; C-@(x) qa!f-‘W f(x) + d’(y) ~$t-‘(x) S(Y)I dt 
= ~2Kf?z)~ - a3. j’ f’(x) .#-‘(.Y) Cpf(y) - df(x)l dt 
0 
= a*a’~(z)b - a3. j’ f’(x) f’(y) [-f(z)] dt 
0 
= a2a’f2(z)b + a3f(z). j’ f’(x) f’(y) dt. 
0 
Calculation of d2: 
d,= j; t.(%y-pR)dt= j; t--f(Z+ji)dt 
=T(l,z)j(l,z)-j(l,~)~(I,z)-j~(~~-j~)dt 
0 
=(-a”f(z)b).(--af(z))-O.O-2af(z)r(z) 
= a3f2(z)b - 2orf(z) r(z). 
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Altogether we find 
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d= -d,+cdz 
a 
= -a2a’f2(z)b -a’f(z) 1’ f’(x) f’(y) dt 
0 
+z.a’r(z)b-:.Zaf(z)r(z) 
= -2a’f(z) r(z) - a3f(z) I1 f’(x) f’(y) dt. 
0 
(3) Thus we have 
r’(z) = a’(z) a(z) - r(z) + - 
a(z) a3 
-Nf(z) r(z) - a3f(z) j’ f’(x) f’(y) dt 
0 1 
+ 3a(z) f(z) j-; f’(x) f’(y) dt 
and differentiation of a = i(a”/f) yields the expression for r’(z) stated 
above. 1 
By Lemma 3.3, p* = 2a’(z*)/a(z*), and it immediately follows 
COROLLARY 3.2. Lx* = 2a(z*) a’(z*) J(z*). 
Now Theorem 1.3, Theorem 2.1, Corollary 3.1, and Corollary 3.2 yield 
THEOREM 3.1 (Bifurcation of symmetric periodic solutions). Let f~ 
C2(R) be odd, f(O)=O, f’(O)<O, and xf(x)<Ofor x#O. Let z>O and 
x: R + R be the symmetric period-4 solution of 
i(t)=a(z)f(x(t-1)) 
with x(0) = 0 and amplitude x( 1) = z. Let y := x( . - 1) and suppose that 
(1) a’(z)#O 
(2) ~~f2Wf'(~W=0 
(3) ~~f’Wf’WdtZO. 
Then z is a differentiable bifurcation point where symmetric periodic solu- 
tions bifurcate from the Kaplan- Yorke-branch off: 
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z near 0 z near z* 
FIGURE 5 
This theorem has a geometric interpretation. By the definition of T(Z) 
and by Lemma 3.3 we can write the conditions above as follows 
a’(z) # 0, r(z) = 0, r’(z) # 0; 
up to the factor (1/2af( z I z is equal to the area of the sector in R2 )) ( ) 
which is cut out by the curve (a( ., z), j( ., z)). 
Hence we can formulate our conditions geometrically (see Fig. 5): 
(1) The primary branch of f (or more precisely: the projection of 
PB(f)c[WxC,underIWxC,3(a,cp)H(cr,cp(l))E[Wx[WontoIWx[W)hasa 
nonvertical tangent at z, 
(2) the area of the sector which is cut out by (a( ., z), i( -, z)) 
vanishes and 
(3) is passed with a nonzero speed. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Now we shall show, that f (x) = - x/( 1 + x2), x E R, satisfies the assump- 
tions of Theorem 3.1 and hence possesses a differentiable bifurcation point. 
Let z > 0 and a(z), x( ., z), y( ., z) be as in Theorem 1.1. Define 
z(z) := “ U’(x) f(y) +f’b) f%)l(c z) df 
0 
J(z) := j’ U-0) f’b)l(h z) df. 
0 
Then r(z) = $(a*(z)/f(z)) Z(z), and we have to show: 
There is a z* > 0 such that a’(z*) # 0, Z(z*) = 0, J(z*) # 0. 
To that end we need some preliminary remarks, which we shall not prove. 
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(1) Let O<zQfi, U, v 2 0 and uu + u + u = .z*. Then 3240 <z2. (Since 
u=(z2-u)/(l+u), z2-3uu=1/(1+U)[z2(3-z2)+(3U-2’)*]~0). 
(2) f’(x)=(x*-1)/(1+x*)* and F(x):=Jtf(u)du= -$ln(l+x*). 
(3) Since F(x(t,z))+F(y(t,z))=F(z) for all ZER we have 
(1 + x2)( 1 + y2) = 1 + z2 resp. x’y’ + x2 + y* = z*. 
(4) Let z > 0 and g(u, u) := (l/( 1+ z~)~)(~u*u* - z’) for U, u E R. 
From (3) we derive for t E R, u = x(t, z), u = y(t, z): 
f’(u) f*(U) +f’(u) f2(4 = Au, u), 
hence Z(z) = f; g(x( t, z), y( t, z)) dt. 
(5) Let z > 0 and h(u, u) := (l/( 1 + z2)2)(2u2u2 + 1 -z*) for U, u E R. 
Again (3) yields for t E R, u = x(t, z), u = y(t, z): 
f’(u) f’(u) = h(u, u), 
and hence J(z) = j: h(x( t, z), y( t, z)) dt. 
(6) 2g(u, u) - 3h(u, u) = (z’ - 3)/( 1 + z2)2 for all U, u E IR. 
(7) We have Z(z) ~0 for 0 <z 6 fi: For t E R, u := x*(t, z), 
0 := y2(t, z) (3) gives uu + u + u = 2 *. From (1) we find g(x(t, z), y(t, z)) = 
(l/( 1 + z2)*)(3z4u - z*) d 0; and thus 
Z(z) = j’ s(x(t, z), y(t, z)) dt < 0. 
0 
Since g(x 0, z), ~(0, z)) = g(0, -z) = -z’/( 1 + z2)2 < 0 we see Z(z) < 0 for 
J’ o<z< 3. 
(8) 21(z) - 35(z) = 1; [2g - 3h](x(t, z), y(t, z)) dt = (z2 - 3)/( 1 + z*)*. 
(9) Suppose Z(z) = 0 for some z > 0. Then J(z) # 0, since otherwise 
(8) implies z = &, a contradiction to (7). 
It remains to prove 
(i) a’(z)>0 for all z>O, 
(ii) there is a z > 0 with Z(z) > 0, 
since then (7) yields a z* > fi with Z(z*) = 0, and (i) and (9) show that 
z* is a bifurcation point. 
For this purpose we need some knowledge on complete elliptic integrals: 
(10) For m < 1 define 
E(m) := /I’* (1 -m sin’ cp)l/* dcp, K(m) := j;‘* (1 -m ,f,,2 q)I/2 dv. 
505/82/l-IO 
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(11) For m + 1 - the asymptotic formulae hold (cmp. for- 
mula 112.01 in [2]): 
lim E(m)= 1, lim 
m+l- m-rl- 
K(m)+Jjln(l -m) =ln4, 1 
lim 
m-l- [ 
K'(m)-;& =O. 
I 
(12) From formula 17.4.17 in [1] we derive 
K(“‘=-$===+$-/$ E(m)=,/GE(2) 
K'(m)=f 
1 1 
2 (1 -m)3'2 (1 -m)5/2 K’ 
(13) Let z>O and t~[0, 11, hence y(t,z)<O. Then (3) gives 
y = (z* -x2)/( 1 +x2) and 
IYI 1+x2 f(y)= --&=--i=- z -x 
l+Y 1 +z* $7 
-=&Jz2_xzJG7. 
1+x2 
Proof of (i). Let x(t, z) = z sin cp(t, z) with ~(0, z)= 0, ~(1, z) = n/2. 
Then 
Thus we have for t E [0, 11: 
resp. 
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Differentiation yields 
a’(z) = z s 
=I2 1 + ~0s’ cp + z2 sin’ cp 
(1 + z2 sin’ ‘p)3/2 &; 0 
this proves a’(O) = 0 and a’(z) > 0 for z > 0. 
Remark 4.1. Furthermore we find a”(0) = J;” (1 + cos2 cp) dq = =$c = 
(748U”‘(~W-‘(o)l’) ( P corn are the notes behind Lemma 1.7). 
Remark 4.2. If m = -.z2 then (12) yields a(z) = Js K(z2/( 1 + z2)), 
and from (11) we find the asymptotic expression 
lim [a(z) -z . ln(4z)] = 0. 
z-m 
Proof of (ii). From (2) and (13) we derive 
qz)=2$$ r(z)=2 i“ /'MC z))f'(-$t, z))dt 
0 
=fr,: f(y)f’(x)idl 
and the substitution x = z sin cp, dx = z cos cp dq gives 
Z2 z(z)=‘+ 7712 z2 sin’ cp - 1 
a(z) 1 + z2 0 cos2 ’ (1 + z2 sin2 (p)3/2 do 
2 Z2 n/2-1+(1+z2)sin2cp-z2sin4cp =-- 
a(z) 1 + z2 I & 0 (1 + z2 sin’ (P)~‘~ 
2 1 ZZ- 
a(z) 1 
X 
s 
*I2 -(1+z2sin2cp)2+(1-z2)(1+z2sin2cp)+2z2(1+z2)sin2cp 
0 (1 + z2 sin’ ‘p)3i2 4 
2 1 =- ~[-E(-z2)+(1-z2)K(-z2)+4z2(1+z2)K’(-Z~)] 
a(z) 1 +z 
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Let m := -z*, n := m/(m - 1) = z’/( 1 + z*), then 1 -n = l/( 1 + z*), (1 -n) 
(1 -m) = 1 and Remark 4.2 imply (1 + z’) CC(Z) =(1 + z*)~/* K(n) = K(n)/ 
(1 - n)3’2. Now (12) yields 
Z(z) = &(1-n)“* [-E(m)+(l+m)K(m)-4m(l-m)K’(m)] 
=~(l-n)“i[-JI-mE(n)+I+mK(n) 
$5 
-4m(l -,).I. 
1 1 
2 (1 -m)3’2 K(n)+4m(l--m).(1_m)5,2K’(n) 
=&)(l-n)3:‘[ - ~~E(n)+J1-mK(n)+(l~~),,,K’(n)] 
=~(l-n)~~Jm[-E(n)+K(n)+~~r(n)] 
K(n) 
=&(l -n)[K(n)-E(n)-n.4.(1 -n) K’(n)]. 
Hence we have to prove that i(z) := K(n) - E(n) - 4n( 1 -n) K’(n), 
n = n(z) = z’/( 1 + z*), admits positive values. Since lim, _ m n(z) = 1, we 
replace K, E, K’ by the asymptotic expressions of (11) and obtain 
~(z)-ln4-~ln(l-n)-l-4.l.(l-~).~~ 
=ln J& ( ) 
- 3 = ln(4 JiTP) - 3 N ln(4z) - 3, 
resp. 
lim (i(z) - ln(4z) + 3) = 0. 
z+m 
It follows that lim, _ m i(z) = co, which proves (ii). Moreover we find that 
the zeros of Z(z) are bounded from above. It is easy to evaluate the integral 
z* sin* cp - 1 
‘OS2 ’ (1 + 22 sin* (p)3/* dv 
numerically. We find Z(z*) = 0 for z* c 4.2536. Moreover, z* is (numeri- 
cally) the only bifurcation point off: 
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FINAL REMARKS 
(1) Let f,(x) := (l/c) f(cx) = -x/( 1 + c2x2) for c > 0, x E R. Observe, 
that if x is a solution of (af), then x, := (l/c)x is a solution of (I$~). Thus 
z,T := (l/c)z* is a differentiable bifurcation point off<. 
(2) Suppose that f is decreasing on [0, x*], i.e., f’(x) ~0 for 
0 6 x d x*. Then Theorem 3.1 and f’(0) < 0 imply r(z) < 0 for z E [0, x*]. 
Hence x* is a lower bound for all bifurcation points z* off: In particular, 
there is no bifurcation point if f has no relative minimum on R +. In our 
example f(x) = -x/( 1 + x2) we have x* = 1. 
(3) Let w E R, 01 ER, x E C(R) and k E N such that kw + 2 # 0. Define 
Further 1etfE C(R),f(O)=O,f(x) #O for x#O, and suppose that x: R’+ R 
is a periodic solution of (af) with period w and amplitude z :=x( 1). 
Assume x(0) = 0 but xf 0. Then 
(i) if k is even, xk is a periodic solution of (akf) with period wk, 
and we have xk(O) = 0, &( 1) = Z, 
(ii) if x is symmetric, then xk is a symmetric periodic solution of 
(qf) for all k E N. 
This group of transformations was given by Saupe [14]. For our example 
f(x) = -x/( 1 + x2) we thus have the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 6. Since 
FIGURE 6 
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the transformation for k = 1 leaves the Kaplan-Yorke branch pointwise 
fixed, we are able to study the bifurcation point more precisely. One finds 
(compare [ 143): 
The bifurcating branch can be parameterized near the bifurcation point by 
the period o or by the delay parameter a. 
Parameterization by w yields 
a(4) = a*, z(4) = z*, g(4)= -:a*, 34)=0, 
Parameterization by a yields 
co(a*) = 4, z(a*) = z*, g(a*)= -$, $(a*)=O. 
It follows that the bifurcating branch has a horizontal tangent at the 
bifurcation point, the periods on the right-hand side of a* are less than 4, 
on the left-hand side greater than 4 (compare numerical results of 
Hadeler [6]). 
(4) Suppose that f~ C(Iw) is Lipschitzian and has only 0 E [w as a 
zero. Let x: Iw --t Iw be a periodic solution with x(0) = 0 but x f 0. If o is 
the period of x then oq! {2/nInEZ\{O}} = (2, 1, f, &, ,..}. 
Proof: If o=l, then x(t-1)=x(t), x(O)=0 and a(t)=af(x(t-l))= 
af(x(t)) imply x = 0. 
Assume o = 2, i.e., x( . + 2) = x. Define z := x( 1 ), y := x( . - 1); then 
-f=afb), x(0) = 0, x(l)=z 
i = afbh y(O)=x(-l)=x(l)=z, Jj( 1 ) = 0. 
(*I 
Let F := j0 f(u) du; then t I-+ F(x( t)) - F( y( t)) is constant and thus we 
have -F(z)=F(x(O))-F(y(O))=F(x(l))-F(y(l))=F(z), or F(z)=O= 
F(0). If z#O, e.g., z>O, then f(u)=F’(u)=O for some u~]O,z[, a 
contradiction to f(u) #O for u#O. Hence z=O, and (*) gives x= y=O. 
Suppose now w = 2/n for some n E E\(O). Then an appropriate transforma- 
tion produces a periodic solution with period 1 or 2. 1 
Results of this type can also be found in [12]. 
(5) Let 173 be a Banachspace and ?j : [w x B + Iw a C*-map. For b E B 
letf,:=~(.,b):lR+lQandforxERsuppose 
fb( -xl = -h(x), xfb(x)<O if x#O, .fxO)<O. 
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Furthermore let (x, y): IR x R x B -+ R2 and a: R x B + R be the maps 
which are defined by 
3~ z, b) = a(~, b) Wy(t, z, b), b), x(0, z, b) = 0, x(1, z, b)=z 
i(t,z,b)= -~(z,b)5(x(r,z,b),b), y(O,z,b)= -2, y(l,z,b)=O 
for (t, z, 6) E R x R x B. Then x( ., z, b) is a special periodic solution of 
(c((z, b)fh) for all (z, b) E R x B. Finally define 
a2(z, 6) ’ 
___ r(z, 6) := s(z, b) i 52(~(c z, b), b) S,(Y(C z, b), b) dt o 
for (z, 6) E R! x B, and suppose 
CI;(Z*, b*) # 0, r(z*, b*) = 0, r;(z*, b*) # 0. 
for some (z*, b*) E R x El. Then z* is a differentiable bifurcation point of 
f * := g( ., b*), and the implicit function theorem yields an open 
neighbourhood U E B of b* E B and a differentiable map z: U -+ [w such 
that 
z(b*) = z*, Mb), b) = 0, 
rAz(b), b) # 0, dz(b), 6) # 0, 
It follows that z(b) is a differentiable bifurcation point of fb for all b E U. 
Let us express this fact in the following way: Differentiable bifurcation of 
symmetric periodic solutions is an “open” and “differentiable” property. 
EXAMPLE. B = Iw, 3(x, 6) = -x/(1 + lx16), b* = 2 (see also [ 141). 
(6) Let g~C2(R”+‘), ngNO, and define f(x) :=g(x, -x,x, . . . . kx) 
for x E R. Suppose that f is odd and let (x( ., z), y( ., z)): IR -+ R2, a(z) for 
z > 0 be as in Theorem 1.1. Then x( ., z) is not only a symmetric periodic 
solution of (ol(z)f), but also of 
x(t)=crg(x(t--1),x(2-3),...,x(r-2n-1)). (erg) 
Hence this equation has a primary branch of special periodic solutions 
too, and we can study analogously our bifurcation problem for symmetric 
periodic solutions. In the following we only state the main results. The 
important Lemma 2.2 has the following analogue: 
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1 E R\ (0) is an eigenvalue of W(z) if and only if there is a solu- 
tion (q, [) of 
d = 4z) w, 4 ., z)), v(O) =it 1) 
A% =4z) 44 Y(., z)), W)=?(l), 
where 
h(L,x):=f*(x)+ff*(x)+ ... +~L+Ax)~ 
fk(X) := -$ (x, -x, . ..) 
k 
forxER,k=l,..., n+l. 
The bifurcation theorem for (clg) can be stated as follows: 
Let gE C’(R”+‘), HEN,, andfor XER define 
f(x) :=g(x, -x, . ..) +x), 
b(x):= 
( 
-$2g+3-$- ... (x,-x )...) &x). 
1 2 3 ) 
Suppose that f is odd and xf(x) < 0 for x # 0. Let (x, y): IF! + R2 be the 
Kaplan-Yorke solution of (a(z) f) with amplitude z > 0. Suppose that 
(1) a’(z)fO, 
(2) j: Cf2(x)b(y)+f2(y)b(x)l dt=O, 
(3) Jh Cf ‘(x) b(y) +f ‘(y) b(x)1 dt Z 0, 
then z is a differentiable bifurcation point of (g) where symmetric periodic 
solutions bifurcate. 
Let f(x) = -x/( 1 + x2). Then one can easily construct an example that 
fuhils these conditions. For example define 
wherea,-a,+a,- ... =l,a:=a,-2a2+3a3- . . . #O.Thenb=af’,and 
g possesses a bifurcation point. Observe that (f) and (g) have the same 
Kaplan-Yorke solutions, but the bifurcation solutions need not necessarily 
be the same. 
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